
Art and Architecture Tour of the Central Library

Lower Level Lobby 

Information about the tour. 
This is an art and architecture tour of the landmark original library building (1926) and 
the new Tom Bradley wing that opened in 1993. It will take about an hour and will 
involve climbing a couple of staircases. 

Welcome
The Richard J. Riordan Central Library is one of the country’s largest public research 
libraries and is the main branch of a 73 branch library system. It has 2.5 million plus 
books and important special collections like maps and photographs. 

The library system’s website contains all the information you need to find and check out 
material. It gives access to special features like live homework help, eMedia and music 
downloads, great booklists blogs and thousands of scanned photographs. 

Brief history and orientation
Los Angeles has had a public library system since 1872, founded by civic leaders with 
names still familiar like Sepulveda and Downey. It was originally a subscription library 
charging $5 annually. For more than 50 years, the central library occupied rented space 
in downtown buildings, including the Hamburger’s Department Store. Disagreement 
over location--Pershing Square versus the old teachers college on the western edge of 
downtown--delayed the creation of a main library building until the early 1920s. 
In 1926 the new Central Library designed by Bertram Goodhue finally opened its doors.
We are standing in the lower lobby of that original building, now called the Goodhue 
Building.

Point out the Information Express kiosk, the circulation desk, Information, the Popular 
Library and the Literacy Program headquarters.

Ceiling. On the lobby ceiling is the only contemporary art project commissioned for the 
old library building. It is a painting entitled Seven Centers by local artist Renee 
Petropoulos. The artist has created an elaborately playful commentary on the original 
Rotunda dome located directly above. Elements from the Rotunda such as the painted 
sunburst, the Zodiac chandelier’s silhouette and the inlaid marble floors are combined 
with other decorative elements including offset circles. Petropoulos distorts the 
symmetry of the original dome painting into swirling optical patterns that set the ceiling 
into motion. Decorative calligraphy embeds names of young (in the 1980s) LA writers 
with first names on the east side and surnames on the west. 

Exterior of Goodhue Building

Here you see the work of the three important personalities who designed the building, 
produced the sculpture and created themes for the art and inscriptions.
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Bertram Goodhue, a New York architect, designed the Central Library. Goodhue was 
hired because he had produced much admired earlier designs for the Panama 
California Exposition held in San Diego’s Balboa Park in 1915. The library board had 
hoped for a building in the same elaborately traditional Spanish Colonial Revival style, 
but Goodhue was now interested in a more modern style--a version of Art Deco.
Goodhue’s design features simple shapes executed in a modern material--reinforced 
concrete--but echoing historic sources from ancient ziggurats to Native American 
pueblos. In the last phase of his design Goodhue substituted a tower topped with a 
pyramid for a dome, giving the building a more modern feel. The pyramid also reflects a 
fascination with ancient Egyptian culture sparked by the 1922 excavation of 
Tutankhamen’s tomb. 

The building’s simple style highlights sculpture created by Lee Lawrie. Architect 
Goodhue felt that sculpture and decorative art should be an important part of the design 
of major public buildings. He and Lawrie collaborated for over 20 years, and in their last 
two major designs, the Nebraska State Capitol and our library, tried to create a new, 
more modern way of integrating sculpture with architecture.

Point out how the sculpture and architecture work in harmony. 
 
All of the inscriptions on the library and the themes for the sculpture were conceived by 
Hartley Burr Alexander. Alexander was a philosophy professor who first worked with 
Goodhue and Lawrie on the iconography of the Nebraska Capitol. Goodhue invited him 
to  create a program for the library. Its overall theme is Light of Learning, announced by 
a hand holding a torch atop the pyramid. Allegorical references to light and knowledge 
combined with depictions of great thinkers and writers occur throughout the library.

CHOOSE ONE FACADE FOR TOUR

Hope Street facade  Go down to the second level of terracing so tourgoers can see the 
tower and pyramid.  Originally conceived as the main entrance, this facade is an 
excellent example of Goodhue and Lawrie’s attempts to integrate sculpture into the 
architectural design. Pilasters divide up the facade, running between the windows and 
at the top open out into busts of famous thinkers linked to categories of knowledge: 
Herodotus for History, Virgil for Letters, Socrates for Philosophy, Justinian for Statecraft, 
Leonardo da Vinci for Arts and Copernicus for Science. The style is a modernized 
version of Beaux Arts with classical details like an entablature. 

This part of the garden is the only portion of Goodhue’s original landscape design that 
remains intact.

Flower Street facade Stand on the middle terrace under the olive trees so your group 
can see the pyramid and hand holding the torch.  When Goodhue began designing the 
library building, the Flower Street edge of the site was still lined with old houses and 
apartments. Finally in 1923 a bond measure was passed enabling the library board to 
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buy the frontage. The board then decided that, because of its open sweep to the street, 
this should be the main entrance. Goodhue decided simply to design a second major 
entrance in a contrasting much more Art Deco style. All of the sculpture is concentrated 
around the entrance and the whole is an excellent example of Prof. Alexander’s 
complex iconographical scheme based on symbols of light and knowledge. 

From the torch and sunburst the eye travels to a quotation from Lucretius: “Like runners 
they bear on the lamp of life”. A relief of riders passing a torch illustrates the quote. On 
the left and right are monumental figures representing Phosphor and Hesper, Greek 
personifications of the morning and evening stars. Sunrise and sunset are depicted at 
their feet, connoting East and West and on superimposed scrolls great thinkers of 
Eastern and Western civilizations are listed.

Goodhue’s original landscape design, paved over in 1969, featured low pools flanked by 
stairs and cypress trees, all intended to frame the facade. That design was rebuilt 
1986-93 with the addition of other landscape features and major public art projects. 

Walk back through the lower level and climb the north staircase
North staircase vestibule  Stand on either the left or right side of the vestibule so 
tourgoers have a good view of the sculpture but not blocking the staircase.

Three sculptures by Lee Lawrie. These are the only sculptures by Lawrie in the 
building’s interior, although he did design lighting fixtures, metal gates, etc. All three 
combine colored marble with bronze and all symbolize the source of human knowledge 
in ancient cultures.

The sphinxes. Crafted of black marble and bronze, they can be examined at eye level. 
They are good examples of the superb craftsmanship of Lawrie’s chief fabricator, 
Edward Ardolino and his team of workmen. Like the pyramid, they reflect a popular 
fascination with ancient Egyptian culture during the 1920s.

Alexander chose the quotations from Plutarch in ancient Greek which exemplify the 
classical world’s attitude towards Egypt as a land of mysterious priestly cults:
left. “I am all that was and is and is to be and no man hath lifted my veil.”
right “Therefore the desire of truth, especially of that which concern the gods, is itself a 
yearning after Divinity” 

In style, the sculptures have a sinuous Art Deco quality.

Civilization Goodhue had originally wanted a pedestrian bridge over 5th St. to connect 
at this point. When that plan was blocked, he decided to substitute a sculpture modeled 
on the Greek goddess Athena.

The sculpture represents the dominion of civilization over land and sea, symbolized by 
the spear resting on a turtle, a reptile that lives both on land and in water. Symbols 
typical of 1920s civic sculpture decorate Civilization. Her crown, shaped like a model of 
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the library, is topped with the California bear and star and angels referencing Los 
Angeles. She holds a book with quotations in English, French, German, Greek and 
Latin.

The front panel contains a sort of pictographic history of civilization running from Egypt, 
Phoenicia, Greece and China up to a buffalo, covered wagon and Liberty Bell 
symbolizing the United States. 

Ceiling  Due to its very limited $1.5 million budget, the library was constructed entirely 
of reinforced concrete with very little decoration. As you can see in this space, what 
resulted was a very simple, austere building that is quite modern. To give it color and 
life, Goodhue planned to have all of the major ceilings painted with decorative designs--
the least expensive form of decoration.

All of the main rooms at the Rotunda level still have their ceilings as painted by Julian 
Garnsey. The designs are repeated geometric motifs taken from a variety of cultures 
and sources and for the most part, painted directly onto concrete.

Entrances to the Getty Gallery and Teenscape flank the North Vestibule. If there is an 
exhibit in the Gallery, it should be mentioned. Next to the Getty Gallery is the Annenberg 
Gallery where prints and film posters from the library’s collection are on view.

Teenscape  Teenscape is an optional part of the tour. It may be appropriate for a group 
tour that is interested in preservation issues or a group of librarians. Walk your group in 
on the left side and pause in the open area containing the tv monitor.  Teenscape is an 
excellent example of modern design accomplished within a landmark space where all 
original surfaces had to be preserved. Architect Robert Coffee compared the challenge 
to constructing a ship model inside a bottle.  An inventive system of dropped ceilings 
made from metal mesh and canvas enabled a new lighting system to be installed. 

The space itself is divided into components encouraging different types of study and 
interaction. Pods that resemble soda shop booths allow friends to work together around 
a monitor and beanbag chairs are scattered in front of a large screen TV. To maintain an 
air of informality, Coffee chose light wood and bright colors and since a reading area is 
located within the Rotunda, purple and turquoise are used to harmonize with the 
Cornwell murals.

Rotunda  Stand slightly off center so you have a clear view of the dome.

This space was originally the working heart of the library. It contained circulation and 
reference desks and the card catalogue, which by the 1980s covered much of the floor. 
This was the first stop for library patrons who would look for items in the catalogue, 
retrieve them from the public stacks located at the four corners, then use the reading 
rooms that surrounded this space. (The present Annenberg Gallery was part of the 
stacks.) When the library system switched the catalogue from analogue to digital, 
readers services and circulation were relocated to the ground floor. 
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The bronze chandelier, 9’ in diameter, was created by Lee Lawrie. Forty eight light 
bulbs represent the (then) 48 states and they surround the 12 signs of the Zodiac. A 
painted glass globe depicts the earth and the whole is suspended from chains 
decorated with a crescent moon and stars.

The 64’ high domed ceiling was painted by Garnsey’s studio and contains a variety of 
decorative motifs emphasizing blue, green and lavender. It centers on a sunburst 
surrounded by a canopy of stars. Point out the sources of motifs for the Petropoulos 
ceiling directly below.

Around the upper walls are murals that depict scenes from the history of California. 
Finished in 1933, this was the final project to be completed for the original library.

The artist was Dean Cornwell who had a very successful career as an illustrator during 
the 1920s, working for Hearst magazines among others. Wanting to establish himself as 
a fine artist, Cornwell studied mural painting in England and submitted a proposal for 
the mural commission in 1927. He won the commission both because of his proposal’s 
quality and his low $50,000 bid. The project consisted of 12 paintings executed on linen 
canvas which Cornwell started in London and finished in a scene painting studio in Los 
Angeles.

Cornwell evokes an idealized version of the state’s past in which Native Americans, 
Roman Catholic clergy, soldiers and settlers interact in a world free of conflict. Four 
major panels each 40’ wide and high depict historical scenes: Cabrillo’s Discovery of 
California, the Building of the Missions, the Founding of the Pueblo of Los Angeles and 
the Americanization of California. “Framing” each are two 12 by 19 ft. panels mounted 
on the double faced piers that represent subjects symbolizing the elements and themes 
of education, invention and progress. 

On the technical level, Cornwell’s library murals are an extraordinary achievement, 
especially for an artist undertaking his first mural commission. Exploiting his skills as an 
illustrator, the artist organized some 300 figures into narrative groupings and placed 
them in graceful compositions that manage both consistency and variety.

Card catalogue. Drawers from the original card catalogue remain attached to the wall. 
They are now used to honor library donors with brass plaques.
Everett Perry plaque. On a pier next to Teenscape is a plaque sculpted by Lee Lawrie 
that memorializes Everett Perry, the City Librarian who was instrumental in passage of 
the bond measures that funded the library. 

Children’s Department (former History Room) Choose an out of the way spot that 
does not block the librarian’s desk.

This is the only reading room that looks much as it did when the library opened in 1926. 
Although rows of bookcases surmounted by florescent lights have replaced the original 
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long reading tables, the rest of the room was carefully restored by architect Brenda 
Levin. It contains a Garnsey ceiling that simulates wooden beams decorated with 
shields that bear coats of arms of California explorers. The tall lamp stanchions are 
reproductions of originals by Lee Lawrie.

Murals representing subjects from California history (some the same as in the Cornwell 
murals) now decorate the walls. By Santa Barbara artist Albert Herter, they were 
commissioned for the Hope St. tunnel but, damaged by damp, were removed and 
placed here. In order to accommodate the dimensions of the room’s walls the paintings 
had to be resized. Most drastically, the Relief Ship at San Diego was cut into eight 
pieces to fit between the windows on the south side of the room. Several of the 
paintings appear to have been reshaped from oblongs that tapered at one end to 
rectangles with more canvas having been added at the top and possibly sides--the most 
obvious example is the Landing of Cabrillo on the room’s west wall. Two new canvases 
depicting explorer Juan  Bautista de Anza and Jose Gaspar de Portola, first governor of 
California were added to fill empty walls around the doors.

The child-size furnishings are original and have just been restored. The carpet design 
by architect Norman Pfeiffer incorporates motifs from the Garnsey ceilings and figures in 
blue outline from the Cornwell murals. 

Through the connecting storybook reading room is located another part of the Children’s 
Department with a spectacular ceiling by Garnsey emphasizing strong patterns 
executed in red and yellow. Much of the space is given over to the 63 seat KLOS 
puppet theatre where puppet shows, music and/or storytelling are held on Saturdays.
Exit through the back door and go through the short hall into the corridor.

The Finial. Against the West Hall wall is a niche that holds the original glazed terracotta 
finial of a hand holding a torch. It was removed from the pyramid during the building’s 
restoration and replaced by a replica. At the base is a word in ancient Greek that can be 
translated as “lamp” or “light”.

Tom Bradley Wing

Background.  By the 1960’s, the original Central Library building suffered from serious  
overcrowding and physical deterioration. Both librarians and members of City Council 
began looking for solutions and many felt a new building was the answer. What followed 
was a decade-long struggle by preservationists to save Goodhue’s building. In the 
process, historic preservation became a national issue and organizations like the Los 
Angeles Conservancy were born. Finally the conflict was resolved in 1983 with a plan to 
preserve the original building and create an addition, the whole to be financed largely by 
a transfer of air rights to neighboring highrise development. 

The firm of Hardy Holzman Pfeiffer which had a history of successful restoration/
renovation projects (St Louis Art Museum, Brooklyn Academy of Music) was hired to 
restore the old library and create a new wing. Partner Norman Pfeiffer relocated to Los 
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Angeles to take charge of the library project. After several proposals, a plan was 
approved that would locate a partially underground addition on the site occupied by the 
East Wing and its surrounding gardens. 

The project was interrupted by a massive arson fire that broke out the morning of April 
29, 1986. It burned for hours, destroying everything from antique periodicals to the 
entire patents collection. For days library staff and volunteers worked to retrieve water 
damaged books that were subsequently saved by being freeze dried (A second arson 
fire destroyed 90% of the music collection) In May of 1989 a temporary facility was 
opened on Spring St and a simultaneous Save the Books campaign raised millions to 
replace what had been lost. Finally in October of 1993 the library reopened with the 
Goodhue Building restored, a new 330,000 sq ft wing named for Mayor Tom Bradley in 
place, and the west garden reborn as the Maguire Gardens.

Overlook  Walk back through the rotunda and down into the Tom Bradley Wing

The Bradley Wing contains most of the library collection. It comprises eight levels, four 
above and four below grade and is organized around a massive central atrium. Use of 
glass-lined wall space creates enormous impact in both the atrium and the adjacent 
departments. Not only is the atrium roofed with glass and the north wall lined with 
windows, but windows are also set into interior walls so that light reflects throughout the 
huge space even down to the lowest level four stories below grade.  Riding the 
escalators up and down through an atrium pattened with sunlight can be a breathtaking 
experience.

Three major design elements are visible from the overlook. Massive terracotta-faced 
columns march down the atrium’s north side. Their interior steel beams serve a support 
function, but their bulk is meant to balance out the sheer inner wall. Banks of escalators 
connect the library’s ground floor with the lower levels. Offset from right to left, they 
provide visual variety; viewed from below they are meant to resemble cascading water 
falls. Look up and you see that the struts supporting the atrium ceiling are painted with 
different colors on each surface. From the overlook the front surface is a soft orange 
and viewed from below, the back surface is lavender. Inner surfaces are green and gold.

Public art projects  From the overlook you can see two of the public art projects 
commissioned for the Bradley Wing as part of the city’s percent for art initiative. While 
art in the old library was planned and supervised by the architects, art in the Bradley 
Wing was chosen by a committee whose priority was showcasing contemporary art by 
Los Angeles artists. 

Directly ahead are three chandeliers by glass artist Therman Statum. Eighteen ft. in 
diameter and constructed from fiberglass and foam core (glass would have been too 
heavy) they are meant to echo Lawrie’s Zodiac Chandelier in the Rotunda. 
Incorporating sculptured representations of objects and bright color applied in an 
expressive style, they symbolize the natural, technological and metaphysical spheres of 
existence. 
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The other project, entitled Illuminations by Ann Preston, consists of four columnar 
lamps installed on the escalator landings at each level along the atrium’s inner wall. 
Standing thirteen feet high and constructed of radiating vanes of brushed aluminum, 
they contain small lights embedded in the base and top of each sculpted form. 
According to the artist, they are meant to be a feminized version of totems and to 
counter what she saw as the very masculine qualities of Pfeiffer’s design. 
Walk around to the left and enter the elevator vestibule.

Elevators  Two new public elevators that connect all levels of the old and new wings 
are the site of an ingenious conceptual art project by artist David Bunn entitled A Place 
for Everything and Everything in its Place. The artist papered the inside of the elevator 
cabs and part of each shaft  visible through portholes with a selection of the library’s old 
catalogue cards. The cards on the elevator interiors all have titles beginning with 
“complete” or “comprehensive” and those on the shaft relate to the various departments 
passing at each level. 

Lower level Four   Take the elevators to the lowest level where History and Geneology 
is located. This is the library’s largest department and gives a good idea of the design 
challenges faced by architect Pfeiffer. The ceilings are relatively low and resemble 
industrial loft conversions with visible air vents. Pfeiffer managed to vary ceiling heights 
and placed a soffit running along the pathway from elevators to exit so as to counter 
claustrophobia. 
Walk from the rear to the front of the reading room.
 
The carpet and furniture are the major decorative elements and were used by Pfeiffer to 
link the new wing with the original library. Tables and chairs are reproductions of designs 
from the old library. Pfeiffer coordinated carpets throughout the old and new wings, 
using motifs drawn from the original library’s decorative elements. A running chevron 
pattern used in Garnsey’s dome and elsewhere was adapted by Pfeiffer for various 
designs including the carpet, the wood facing on reference desks in various 
departments, the atrium columns and on copper trim for the Bradley Wing exterior.

Photo and map collections The library owns notable map and photo collections 
specific to Southern California. Librarians will pull special items from the map collection 
if you request in advance. The photo collection is not open to the public, but it is being 
scanned and thousands of historic photos are accessible via the website. 

Exit the History Department and stand in the atrium looking up. You can comment on 
how different Pfeiffer’s design and Statum’s chandeliers look from this angle.
Go up the escalators

Computer center  This is the most intensively used area of the library. Patrons can 
reserve a computer for two hours, or just line up to take a 15 minute turn at the kiosk. 
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When you reach the top of the escalators, you can take your tour through International 
Languages to the old Children’s Reading room

Childrens Reading Room. Optional.  The former children’s reading room, which was 
part of the East Wing was preserved during that wing’s demolition and is now 
accessible from the Dept.of International Languages. The state Office of Historic 
Preservation insisted that it be saved because it contains a set of murals depicting 
scenes from Walter Scott’s Ivanhoe, regarded as a children’s classic during the 1920s.

Conceived as a whole by Julian Garnsey, the reading room is a gem of decorative art. 
Bookcases are surmounted by continuous painted scenes that rise to the ceiling.  
Executed with skill and brio by A.W. Parsons, the individual scenes meld into a colorful 
panorama that circles the room. In turn the beamed ceiling is treated as an elaborate 
illusion of wooden timbers meant to give the impression of a Norman castle. Patterned 
borders run along the top and bottom edges and surround the doorway to create a 
unified environment. Child scale wooden tables and chairs originally completed the 
whole.

Walk back to the lobby. If there is an exhibit in the small galleries, you can do a 
quick visit.
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